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Infinite2 Feb 08 2021 Infinite2 is a bold continuation of Robinson's
bestselling science fiction novel, packed with mystery, action, and
mind-bending twists. OVER A MILLION BOOKS SOLD! William
Chanokh is immortal...and he's trapped on the Galahad, an interstellar
starship on a never-ending journey through open space. His only
companions are Capria-mortal and in cryo-sleep-and Gal, an artificial
intelligence, and the love of his life, with whom he spends every
waking moment in the 'Great Escape, ' a virtual paradise. After untold
years living countless lives, Gal begins acting strange. Possessive.
Violent. Paranoid. Positive that something in the real world is causing
her to malfunction, Will attempts to leave the Great Escape, but he
finds himself a prisoner. Guided by a voice from reality, he is thrust
into a series of torturous narratives, each one designed to break his
will and keep him trapped in virtual reality. Betrayed by his digital
love, his long-term memory overwritten, and enduring violent
manipulation, Will painfully peels back layers of simulation, fighting to
reach reality 1.0-where the nightmares are real. Maybe. New York
Times and #1 Audible bestselling author, Jeremy Robinson, takes
readers on a heart-wrenching journey to the edge of the universe and
beyond, where distinguishing reality from simulation might be
impossible.
The Unincorporated Man Aug 29 2022 Dani and Eytan Kollin's The
Unincorporated Man is a provocative social/political/economic novel
that takes place in the future, after civilization has fallen into complete
economic collapse. This reborn civilization is one in which every
individual is incorporated at birth, and spends many years trying to
attain control over his or her own life by getting a majority of his or
her own shares. Life extension has made life very long indeed. Now
the incredible has happened: a billionaire businessman from our time,
frozen in secret in the early twenty-first century, is discovered and
resurrected, given health and a vigorous younger body. Justin Cord is
the only unincorporated man in the world, a true stranger in this
strange land. Justin survived because he is tough and smart. He
cannot accept only part ownership of himself, even if that places him
in conflict with a civilization that extends outside the solar system to
the Oort Cloud. People will be arguing about this novel and this world
for decades. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without
Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
Nexus Mar 12 2021 Book 1 of the Nexus Trilogy - Continued in Book 2:
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Crux In the near future, the experimental nano-drug Nexus can link
humans together, mind to mind. There are some who want to improve
it. There are some who want to eradicate it. And there are others who
just want to exploit it. When a young scientist is caught improving
Nexus, he's thrust over his head into a world of danger and
international espionage - for there is far more at stake than anyone
realizes. From the halls of academe to the halls of power, from the
headquarters of an elite US agency in Washington DC to a secret lab
beneath a top university in Shanghai, from the underground parties of
San Francisco to the illegal biotech markets of Bangkok, from an
international neuroscience conference to a remote monastery in the
mountains of Thailand - Nexus is a thrill ride through a future on the
brink of explosion. Shortlisted for the Arthur C Clarke Award
Shortlisted for the Prometheus Award Shortlisted for the Kitschies
Award An NPR Best Book of 2013! "Good. Scary good." - Wired
"Provocative... A double-edged vision of the post-human."- The Wall
Street Journal "A lightning bolt of a novel, with a sense of awe missing
from a lot of current fiction."- Ars Technica "Starred Review. Naam
turns in a stellar performance in his debut SF novel... What matters
here is the remarkable scope and narrative power of the story."Booklist "A superbly plotted high-tension technothriller ... full of
delicious, thoughtful moral ambiguity ... a hell of a read."- Cory
Doctorow "A gripping piece of near future speculation... all the grit
and pace of the Bourne films."- Alastair Reynolds, author of Revelation
Space "A sharp, chilling look at our likely future."- Charles Stross,
author of Singularity Sky and Halting State "The most brilliant hard SF
thriller I've read in years. Reminds me of Michael Crichton at his
best."- Brenda Cooper, author of The Creative Fire "A rich cast of
characters...the action scenes are crisp, the glimpses of future tech
and culture are mesmerizing."- Publishers Weekly "Any old writer can
take you on a roller coaster ride, but it takes a wizard like Ramez
Naam to take you on the same ride while he builds the roller coaster a
few feet in front of you."- John Barnes, author of Directive 51 "Michael
Crichton-like."- SFX Magazine "An incredibly imaginative, actionpacked intellectual romp!"- Dani Kollin, Prometheus Award-winning
author of The Unincorporated Man "The only serious successor to
Michael Crichton."- Scott Harrison, author of Archangel
SYN Consulting Aug 05 2020 Continue to hide or help save the very
kin she's hidden from?Welcome to SYN Consulting, the top business
strategy consulting firm in Europe, home to a motley crew whose
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leader has a life changing secret. CEO, Danica Lestrange, is the first
female dragon born in the last 800 years. Hidden from the rest of her
kin and raised in the human world, she built a life that she would
defend until her death.A devious plan is unearthed while working on a
new business deal that could plunge the dragons into another war with
the humans. The humans may have forgotten the last dragon-human
war, but the dragons have not. Will the war reveal this hidden world to
the humans, or will the clans come together to defeat their enemies
and maintain their anonymity?Danica must gather her allies and help
the very dragons she's hidden from her whole life. She can only hope
that she'll be strong enough to protect her chosen family.This is the
first book in a new series about dragons who want nothing more than
to live in peace, but refuse to be subjugated. In war there's also love,
and love is blind. Love doesn't care about gender, race, species (in this
case), or sexuality.Warning: This book contains explicit sexual content
between consenting adults. The sexual scenes are MM, MF, and MMF.
There are romantic relationships depicted that are MM. There is also a
high level of explicit language, snark, kink, and possibly bad puns and
fart jokes.This book does end in a cliffhanger. Book 2 will be released
in November 2018.
Double Star Jan 22 2022 One minute, down-and-out actor Lorenzo
Smythe was - as usual - in a bar, drinking away his troubles as he
watched his career go down the tubes. Then a space pilot bought him
a drink, and the next thing Smythe knew, he was shanghaied to Mars.
Suddenly he found himself agreeing to the most difficult role of his
career: impersonating an important politician who had been
kidnapped. Peace with the Martians was at stake - failure to pull off
the act could result in interplanetary war. And Smythe's own life was
on the line - for if he wasn't assassinated, there was always the
possibility that he might be trapped in his new role forever!
Grim Tales of the Brothers Kollin Feb 20 2022 Grim Tales of the
Brothers Kollin is a collection of five stories written by the Prometheus
Award winning duo. It includes two alt histories, one dark fantasy, and
one hard SF. Three of the stories were written during the down time
between the brother's Unincorporated universe novels and one, Teach
Your Children Well, was written after- continuing a thread begun in
their second novel. Look for The Unincorporated Man to soon to be a
major motion picture.
The Lathe Of Heaven Apr 24 2022 With a new introduction by Kelly
Link, the Locus Award-winning science fiction novel by legendary
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author Ursula K. Le Guin, set in a world where one man’s dreams
rewrite the future. During a time racked by war and environmental
catastrophe, George Orr discovers his dreams alter reality. George is
compelled to receive treatment from Dr. William Haber, an ambitious
sleep psychiatrist who quickly grasps the immense power George
holds. After becoming adept at manipulating George’s dreams to
reshape the world, Haber seeks the same power for himself.
George—with some surprising help—must resist Haber’s attempts,
which threaten to destroy reality itself. A classic of the science fiction
genre, The Lathe of Heaven is prescient in its exploration of the moral
risks when overwhelming power is coupled with techno-utopianism.
Learning the World Nov 27 2019 Humanity has spread to every star
within 500 light-years of its half-forgotten origin, coloring the sky with
a haze of habitats. Societies rise and fall. Incautious experiments burn
fast and fade. On the fringes, less modified humans get on with the job
of settling a universe that has, so far, been empty of intelligent life.
The ancient starship But the Sky, My Lady! The Sky! is entering orbit
around a promising new system after a four hundred year journey. For
its long-lived inhabitants, the centuries have been busy. Now a
younger generation is eager to settle the system. The ship is a seedpod ready to burst. Then they detect curious electromagnetic
emissions from the system's Earth-like world. As the nature of the
signals becomes clear, the choices facing the humans become stark.
On Ground, second world from the sun, a young astronomer searches
for his system's outermost planet. A moving point of light thrills, then
disappoints him. It's only a comet. His physicist colleague Orro takes
time off from trying to invent a flying-machine to calculate the comet's
trajectory. Something is very odd about that comet's path. They are
not the only ones for whom the world has changed. "We are not living
in the universe we thought we lived in yesterday. We have to start
learning the world all over again." At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The Unincorporated Future Jun 26 2022 Sandra O'Toole is the
president of the Outer Alliance, which stretches from the asteroid belt
to the Oort Cloud beyond Pluto. Resurrected following the death of
Justin Cord, the unincorporated man, O'Toole has become a powerful
political figure and a Machiavellian leader determined to win the Civil
War against the inner planets at almost any cost. And the war has
been going badly, in part because of the great General Trang, a fit
opponent for the brilliant J. D. Black. Choices have to be made to
abandon some of the moral principles upon which the revolution was
founded. It is a time of great heroism and great betrayal, madness,
sacrifice, and shocking military conflict. Nothing is predictable, even
the behavior of artificial intelligences. There may be only one way out,
but it is not surrender. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Burning White Oct 26 2019 The Burning White is the epic
conclusion to the Lightbringer series by New York Times bestseller
Brent Weeks - one of the most popular fantasy series of recent years.
As the White King springs his great trap, and the Chromeria itself is
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threatened by treason and siege, Kip Guile and his companions will
scramble to return for one impossible final stand. In the darkest hour,
will the Lightbringer come? The Lightbringer series The Black Prism
The Blinding Knife The Broken Eye The Blood Mirror The Burning
White More novels from Brent Weeks: Night Angel The Way of
Shadows Shadow's Edge Beyond the Shadows Perfect Shadow
(novella)
Caller of Lightning May 26 2022 BOOK THREE IN THE ARCANE
AMERICA SERIES When Halley’s Comet blazed across the sky in
1759, onlookers saw a sight far more spectacular—and
disastrous—than they ever could have imagined. Destroyed in a
magical battle, the comet is rent in two and appears to strike Earth.
The event is known as The Sundering, the moment in which the Old
World is separated from the New, perhaps permanently isolating the
Americas. What’s more, The Sundering has brought magic into the
world—creatures from folklore and fairy tales come to life, along with
wizardry and magework unlike anything seen outside of legend. The
New World is now far stranger than before, and the Europeans,
Africans, and Indigenous peoples on the American continent must
forge new bonds if they are to survive. So, when magic returns to the
world of the 1700s, who does the world turn to for help? None other
than the father of electricity himself: Benjamin Franklin! But Franklin
is in for a shock if he thinks his knowledge of science will prepare him
for the world of magic. The master once more becomes the apprentice.
But Franklin must learn his spells fast, for he is far from the only one
studying magic. In point of fact, he’s late to the race and almost out of
time . . . At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM
(Digital Rights Management). Praise for Peter J. Wacks: "Peter Wacks
is a talented writer coming at you from all different genres. Watch out,
readers!"—Kevin J. Anderson Praise for the work of Etyan Kollin:
"Reminiscent of Heinlein—a good, old-fashioned, enormously
appealing SF yarn. bravo!"—Robert J. Sawyer "Turns what could have
been a one-note trilogy into something more interesting that
encompasses a wide range of ideas."—The Denver Post "The Kollins'
masterful command of multiple plot threads, characters, and the
motifs of grand-scale space opera make for a breathtaking
sequel."—Booklist "Rich with multiple plot thread skillfully handled by
the authors. . . . Well-conceived characters, along with intense battleoriented space content, will keep even new readers glued to the
page."—RT Book Reviews
SEAL Team 666 Jul 16 2021 One man down after they lost a sniper on
a certain mission in Abbottabad, Pakistan, NAVY SEAL Cadet Jack
Walker is chosen to join the US’s only supernatural unconventionalwarfare special-mission unit - SEAL Team 666. Battling demons,
possessed humans and mass murdering cults and evil in its most dark
an ancient form, SEAL Team 666 has their work cut out for them. And
when they discover that the threat isn’t just directed against the US,
Walker finds himself at the centre of a supernatural conflict with the
entire world at stake.
Apex May 02 2020 They call them the Apex – humanity’s replacement.
They’re smarter, faster, better. And infinitely more dangerous. Global
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unrest spreads as mass protests advance throughout the US and
China, Nexus-upgraded riot police battle against upgraded protestors,
and a once-dead scientist plans to take over the planet’s electronic
systems. The world has never experienced turmoil of this type, on this
scale. Humanity is dying. Long live the Apex.
The Quantum Thief Mar 31 2020 The Quantum Thief is a dazzling hard
SF novel set in the solar system of the far future - a heist novel
peopled by bizarre post-humans but powered by very human motives
of betrayal, revenge and jealousy. It is a stunning debut. Jean le
Flambeur is a post-human criminal, mind burglar, confidence artist
and trickster. His origins are shrouded in mystery, but his exploits are
known throughout the Heterarchy - from breaking into the vast
Zeusbrains of the Inner System to steal their thoughts, to stealing rare
Earth antiques from the aristocrats of the Moving Cities of Mars.
Except that Jean made one mistake. Now he is condemned to play
endless variations of a game-theoretic riddle in the vast virtual jail of
the Axelrod Archons - the Dilemma Prison - against countless copies of
himself. Jean's routine of death, defection and cooperation is upset by
the arrival of Mieli and her spidership, Perhonen. She offers him a
chance to win back his freedom and the powers of his old self - in
exchange for finishing the one heist he never quite managed . . .
The Unincorporated Future May 14 2021 In Dani and Eytan Kollin's
The Unincorporated Future, Sandra O'Toole is the president of the
Outer Alliance, which stretches from the asteroid belt to the Oort
Cloud beyond Pluto. Resurrected following the death of Justin Cord,
the unincorporated man, O'Toole has become a powerful political
figure and a Machiavellian leader determined to win the Civil War
against the inner planets at almost any cost. And the war has been
going badly, in part because of the great General Trang, a fit opponent
for the brilliant J. D. Black. Choices have to be made to abandon some
of the moral principles upon which the revolution was founded. It is a
time of great heroism and great betrayal, madness, sacrifice, and
shocking military conflict. Nothing is predictable, even the behavior of
artificial intelligences. There may be only one way out, but it is not
surrender.
An Absent Wife Aug 24 2019 The desertion of Lord Lysander
Warburton's wife had come as a complete surprise, even though he
readily admitted that he'd never excelled as a husband. The death of
the wife he'd ignored for close to a decade was a downright nuisance,
making him further fodder for the gossips, and now a target for every
designing matron in London. In line with her consistent talent for
being disagreeable, Lady Adele Warburton had run off with a lowly
lieutenant, leaving safety and respectability behind, then died in a
cholera epidemic in a far flung country. In a last show of husbandly
duty, Lysander decides to recover her effects, and grudgingly those of
her lover, retracing the steps of the wife he'd barely known across half
the world. But arriving in the mayhem of India, he finds that all is not
as it should be.
Use Of Weapons Jun 14 2021 The third Culture novel from the
awesome imagination of Iain M. Banks, a modern master of science
fiction. The man known as Cheradenine Zakalwe was one of Special
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Circumstances' foremost agents, changing the destiny of planets to
suit the Culture through intrigue, dirty tricks or military action. The
woman known as Diziet Sma had plucked him from obscurity and
pushed him towards his present eminence, but despite all their
dealings she did not know him as well as she thought. The drone
known as Skaffen-Amtiskaw knew both of these people. It had once
saved the woman's life by massacring her attackers in a particularly
bloody manner. It believed the man to be a burnt-out case. But not
even its machine intelligence could see the horrors in his past. Praise
for the Culture series: 'Epic in scope, ambitious in its ideas and
absorbing in its execution' Independent on Sunday 'Banks has created
one of the most enduring and endearing visions of the future' Guardian
'Jam-packed with extraordinary invention' Scotsman 'Compulsive
reading' Sunday Telegraph The Culture series: Consider Phlebas The
Player of Games Use of Weapons The State of the Art Excession
Inversions Look to Windward Matter Surface Detail The Hydrogen
Sonata Other books by Iain M. Banks: Against a Dark Background
Feersum Endjinn The Algebraist
The Unincorporated War Sep 29 2022 The Kollin brothers
introduced their future world, and central character Justin Cord, in
The Unincorporated Man. Justin created a revolution in that book, and
is now exiled from Earth to the outer planets, where he is an heroic
figure. The corporate society which is headquartered on Earth and
rules Venus, Mars, and the Orbital colonies, wants to destroy Justin
and reclaim hegemony over the rebellious outer planets. The first
interplanetary civil war begins as the military fleet of Earth attacks.
Filled with battles, betrayals, and triumphs, The Unincorporated War
is a full-scale space opera that catapults the focus of the earlier novel
up and out into the solar system. Justin remains both a logical and
passionate fighter for the principles that motivate him, and remains
the most dangerous man alive. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Five by Five Aug 17 2021 Five short novels by five masters of military
science fiction: B.V. Larson, Aaron Allston, Michael A. Stackpole, Kevin
J. Anderson, Loren L. Coleman. It’s a war out there. In these pulsepounding tales, the best (or worst) soldiers in the galaxy are pitted
against powerful aliens on distant battlefields. Never before published
stories about monsters, deadly combat tech, treachery, and honor: Big
Plush by Aaron Allston (a novella from the Action Figures series)—The
Dollgangers, artificial people made in mankind's image, take up arms
in a desperate bid to win their freedom. Comrades in Arms by Kevin J.
Anderson—A damaged cyborg soldier and an enemy alien fighter turn
their backs on the war and try to escape. But the human and alien
governments can't tolerate the two deserters working together, so
they join forces to hunt them down. Shores of the Infinite by Loren L.
Coleman (a novella from the ICAS File series)—Separated from
command & control, Combat Assault Suit troopers force a beachhead
to liberate a new planet from the cyborg threat. The Black Ship by B.V.
Larson (a novella from the Imperium series)—A human settlement on
the deadliest planet ever colonized clings to life ... but today new
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invaders are coming down from the stars. Out There by Michael A.
Stackpole—The Qian have discovered humanity and welcomed them
into their star-spanning empire. The benefits they offer humanity are
many, and they don't want much in return: just the best human pilots
available to take apart a most diabolical enemy.
The Gladiator Feb 29 2020 The Soviet Union won the Cold War. The
Russians were a little smarter than they were in our own world, and
the United States was a little dumber and a lot less resolute. Now,
more than a century later, the world's gone Communist, and capitalism
is a bad word. For Gianfranco and his friend Annarita, a couple of
teenagers growing up in Milan, life in a heavily regimented,
surveillance-rich command economy is just plain dreary. The eventual
withering-away of the state doesn't look like it's going to happen
anytime soon. Annarita's a hard-working student and a member of the
Young Socialists' League. Gianfranco is a lot less motivated--but on the
other hand, his father's a Party apparatchik. The biggest excitement in
their lives is a wargame shop called The Gladiator, which runs
tournaments, and stocks marvelous complex games you can't find
anywhere else. Then, abruptly, the shop is shut down. Someone's
figured out that The Gladiator's games are teaching
counterrevolutionary capitalist principles. The Security Police are
searching high and low for the shop's proprietors, who've not only
vanished into thin air, but have left behind sets of fingerprints that
aren't in the records of any government on earth. Only one staffer is
left: Gianfranco and Annarita's friend Eduardo. He's on the run, and he
comes to them in secret with an astonishing story: he's a time trader
from our own timeline, accidentally left behind when the store was
evacuated. The only way Eduardo can get home to his own timeline is
if Gianfranco and Annarita can help him reach one of the other time
trader sites in this world - and the Security Police will be on their tails
all the way there...
The Forge Of God Apr 12 2021 On July 26, Arthur Gordon learns that
Europa, the sixth moon of Jupiter, has disappeared. Not hiding, not
turned black, but gone. On September 28th, Edward Shaw finds an
error in the geological records of Death Valley. A cinder cone was left
off the map. Could it be new? Or, stranger yet, could it be artificial?
The answer may be lying beside it-a dying Guest who brings
devastating news for Edward and for Planet Earth. As more
unexplained phenomena spring up around the globe-a granite
mountain appearing in Australia, sounds emanating from the earth's
core, flashes of light among the asteroids-it becomes clear to some
that the end is approaching, and there is nothing we can do. Facing
the destruction of all they know, some people turn to God, others to
their families, and a few turn to saviors promising escape from a
planet being torn apart. Will they make it in time? And who gets left
behind to experience the last moments of beauty and chaos on earth?
The Age of Wonder: How the Romantic Generation Discovered the
Beauty and Terror of Science Sep 25 2019 Shortlisted for the Samuel
Johnson Prize and winner of the Royal Society Prize for Science Books,
Richard Holmes’s dazzling portrait of the age of great scientific
discovery is a groundbreaking achievement.
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Ground Zero Jul 04 2020 When genius Weezy Connell discovers
evidence that the collapse of the World Trade Center was part of an
independent plot by a madman who used the September 11 attacks as
cover, Jack is challenged to protect his long-time friend.
Kitty's House of Horrors Jan 28 2020 Talk radio host and celebrity
werewolf Kitty Norville has agreed to appear on TV's first allsupernatural reality show. What she's expecting is cheesy
competitions and manufactured drama starring shapeshifters,
vampires, and psychics. But what begins as a publicity stunt is all too
quickly turning into a fight for her life. Kitty and her fellow
housemates arrive at the remote mountain lodge where the show is
set, but no sooner does filming start when violence erupts. It doesn't
take Kitty long to suspect the show is nothing more than a cover for
some nefarious plot. Then the cameras stop rolling, cast members
start dying, and Kitty learns she and her monster housemates are not
battling for a prize: they are, ironically enough, themselves the
ultimate prize, in a very different game. Stranded with no power, no
phones, and no way to know who can be trusted, she must find a way
to defeat the evil closing in ... before it kills them all.
Liminal States Dec 21 2021 “An awe-inspiring, helter-skelter journey
through mind-blowing SF, western dime novel, noir mystery, and nearfuture dystopian horror” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). The
debut novel from Zack Parsons, editor of the Something Awful website
and author of My Tank Is Fight!, is a mind-bending journey through
time and genres. Beginning in 1874, with a blood-soaked western story
of revenge, Liminal States follows a trio of characters through a 1950s
noir detective story and twenty-first-century sci-fi horror. Their paths
are tragically intertwined—and their choices have far-reaching
consequences for the course of American history. It’s a remarkable
mashup that “somehow manages to become a cohesive, thoughtprovoking whole . . . There’s no way a novel with this many moving
parts should hold together, but it does, and even readers initially
daunted by the jumble will soon be glad to go wherever Parsons takes
them” (Publishers Weekly, starred review). “Parsons’s debut is a tourde-force, a justifiably showy demonstration of the author’s chameleonlike ability to write in several genres all at once, and it emerges as one
of the scariest and bleakest tales I can remember.” —Cory Doctorow
vN Sep 17 2021 Amy Peterson is a von Neumann machine, a selfreplicating humanoid robot. For the past five years, she has been
grown slowly as part of a mixed organic/synthetic family. She knows
very little about her android mother's past, so when her grandmother
arrives and attacks her mother, little Amy wastes no time: she eats her
alive. Now she carries her malfunctioning granny as a partition on her
memory drive, and she's learning impossible things about her clade's
history - like the fact that the failsafe that stops all robots from
harming humans has failedÉ Which means that everyone wants a piece
of her, some to use her as a weapon, others to destroy her.
The Unincorporated Man Oct 31 2022 The incredible has happened.
A billionaire businessman from our time, frozen in secret in the early
21st century, is discovered in the far future and resurrected, given
health and a vigorous younger body. He awakens into a civilization in
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which every individual is formed into a legal corporation at birth, and
spends many years trying to attain control over their own life by
getting a majority of his or her own shares. Life extension has made
life very long indeed.Justin Cord is the only unincorporated man in the
world, a true stranger in this strange land. Justin survived because he
is tough and smart. He cannot accept only part ownership of himself,
even if that places him in conflict with a civilization that extends
outside the solar system to the Oort Cloud.The Unincorporated Man is
a provocative social/political/economic novel that people will be
arguing about for decades.
The Empathy Problem Jul 24 2019 'You can't put it down . . . precise
and propulsive . . . a real page-turner' Janice Forsyth Show, BBC Radio
Scotland 'It's so good it'll leave you wanting to change your own life'
Independent ****************** So far in his life, Gabriel - selfish,
arrogant and happy to be so - has only ever thought about two things:
money and himself. When he's diagnosed with a terminal brain
tumour, he doesn't see why anything should change. But as the tumour
grows, something strange starts happening. Whether Gabriel likes it
or not, he's becoming . . . nicer. Kinder. A better person. And then he
meets Caitlin. Before, he wouldn't even have glanced at her; now he's
entranced. But real change takes time - and time is something Gabriel
just doesn't have. As each day brings him closer to his last, has the one
opportunity for a second chance passed him by?
The Last Centurion Mar 24 2022 Centurions were the guardians of
Rome. At the height of the Roman Republic there were over five
thousand qualified Roman Centurions in the Legions. To be a
Centurion required that, in a mostly illiterate society, one be able to
read and write clearly, to be able to convey and create orders, to be
capable of not only performing every skill of a Roman soldier but teach
every skill of a Roman soldier. Becoming a Centurion required intense
physical ability, courage beyond the norm, years of sacrifice and a
total devotion to the philosophy which was Rome. When Rome fell to
barbarian invaders, there were less than five hundred qualified
Centurions. Not because Rome had fewer people but because it had
fewer willing to make the sacrifices. And the last Centurions left their
shields in the heather and took a barbarian bride . . . We are . . . The
Last Centurions. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without
DRM (Digital Rights Management).
Five by Five 2: No Surrender: Book 2 of the Five by Five Series of
Military SF Dec 29 2019 Five short novels by five masters of military
science fiction. It's a war out there. In these pulse-pounding tales, the
best (or worst) soldiers in the galaxy are pitted against powerful aliens
on distant battlefields. Never before published stories about monsters,
deadly combat tech, treachery, and honor: LEGIO PATRIA NOSTRA-by
William C. Dietz. The insectoid Ramanthians have occupied Earth, and
the Confederacy of Sentient Beings needs assistance from the
xenophobic Hudathans in order to survive. But some Hudathan relics
have been stolen, and the Hudathans won't join the Confederacy
unless Legion Captain Deacon Smith can get them back. And that's
going to be difficult because the thieves are ex-legionnaires-and they
have a platoon of heavily armed cyborgs! A Legion of the Damned(r)
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story. PRISONER OF WAR-by Kevin J. Anderson. Set in the world of
Harlan Ellison's classic Outer Limits episode "Soldier, " this is a tale
about a set of warriors in a never-ending future war, men bred for
nothing but the battleground-and how they cope with the horrors
of...peace. REARDON'S LAW-by Brad R. Torgersen. When expensive,
classified shipments of military hardware go missing, Conflux Armed
Forces policewoman Kalliope Reardon is called in to work the case.
She gets way more than she bargained for, as the trail takes her far
outside the boundaries of the civilized galaxy, and into the heart of
occupied enemy territory. DAGGER TEAM SEVEN-by R. M. Meluch.
The evidence is clear and damning-A. C. Cade was a fraud. Cade's son
makes himself into the man he used to believe his father was-a pilot of
an elite Dagger Team, defending Earth against a desperate alien
invader which has no use for humankind and absolutely nothing to
lose. COFFEE BLACK SEA-by Aaron Allston. The saga of the
Dollgangers from "Big Plush" (Five by Five Vol. 1) continues. Bow,
BeeBee, Lina, and new 'gangers escalate the risks of their quest for
survival... by turning their eyes to the star
Honest Signals Sep 05 2020 How understanding the signaling within
social networks can change the way we make decisions, work with
others, and manage organizations. How can you know when someone
is bluffing? Paying attention? Genuinely interested? The answer,
writes Alex Pentland in Honest Signals, is that subtle patterns in how
we interact with other people reveal our attitudes toward them. These
unconscious social signals are not just a back channel or a
complement to our conscious language; they form a separate
communication network. Biologically based “honest signaling,”
evolved from ancient primate signaling mechanisms, offers an
unmatched window into our intentions, goals, and values. If we
understand this ancient channel of communication, Pentland claims,
we can accurately predict the outcomes of situations ranging from job
interviews to first dates. Pentland, an MIT professor, has used a
specially designed digital sensor worn like an ID badge—a
“sociometer”—to monitor and analyze the back-and-forth patterns of
signaling among groups of people. He and his researchers found that
this second channel of communication, revolving not around words but
around social relations, profoundly influences major decisions in our
lives—even though we are largely unaware of it. Pentland presents the
scientific background necessary for understanding this form of
communication, applies it to examples of group behavior in real
organizations, and shows how by “reading” our social networks we can
become more successful at pitching an idea, getting a job, or closing a
deal. Using this “network intelligence” theory of social signaling,
Pentland describes how we can harness the intelligence of our social
network to become better managers, workers, and communicators.
Pirate Cinema Oct 07 2020 When Trent McCauley's obsession for
making movies by reassembling footage from popular films causes his
home's internet to be cut off, it nearly destroys his family. Shamed,
Trent runs away to London. A new bill threatens to criminalize even
harmless internet creativity. Things look bad, but the powers-that-be
haven't entirely reckoned with the power of a gripping movie to
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change people's minds...
The Unincorporated Woman Jul 28 2022 There's a civil war in space
and the unincorporated woman is enlisted! The epic continues. The
award-winning saga of a revolutionary future takes a new turn. Justin
Cord, the unincorporated man, is dead, betrayed, and his legacy of
rebellion and individual freedom is in danger. General Black is the
great hope of the military, but she cannot wage war from behind the
President's desk. So there must be a new president, anointed by Black,
to hold the desk job, and who better than the only woman resurrected
from Justin Cord's past era, the scientist who created his resurrection
device, the only born unincorporated woman. The perfect figurehead.
Except that she has ideas of her own, and secrets of her own, and the
talent to run the government her way. She is a force that no one
anticipated, and no one can control. The first novel in this thoughtprovoking series, The Unincorporated Man, won the 2009 Prometheus
Award for best novel. At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.
A Hole in the World Jun 02 2020 Preacher’s Daughter Saves The
World When a town in South Dakota USA disappears only a drunk, an
old Indian, and a truck driver notice. Investigators decide all three of
them are crazy. Only they aren’t, and they all swear that there was a
town there that no one remembers. Then the same thing happens in
England. A town is gone but no one in the entire country will even
acknowledge that it ever existed. Only one old bishop tries to impress
on his local MP that he has missing constituents, and a member of the
Black Dragoons—a clandestine military unit dedicated to protecting
the country from supernatural threats—investigates. Soon, the Black
Dragoons and Special Unit 77—their American counterparts—are
working together to figure out what is exactly happening. Preacher’s
Daughter is on the case, and she won't stop until she finds some
answers. England will never be the same again...
The Unincorporated War Nov 19 2021 The Kollin brothers
introduced their future world, and central character Justin Cord, in
The Unincorporated Man. Justin created a revolution in that book, and
is now exiled from Earth to the outer planets, where he is a heroic
figure. Corporate society, which is headquartered on Earth and rules
Venus, Mars, and the orbital colonies, wants to destroy Justin and
reclaim hegemony over the outer planets. The first interplanetary war
begins as the military fleet of Earth attacks. Filled with battles,
betrayals, and triumphs, The Unincorporated War is a full-scale space
opera that catapults the focus of the earlier novel into the solar
system. Justin remains both a logical and passionate fighter for the
principles that motivate him, and the most dangerous man alive. The
first novel in this thought-provoking series, The Unincorporated Man,
won the 2009 Prometheus Award for best novel.
Indomitable Jun 22 2019 Indomitable: the second in W. C. Bauers's
Chronciles of Promise Paen, character-driven military science fiction
featuring a female space marine. Promise Paen, captain of Victor
Company's mechanized armored infantry, is back for another
adventure protecting the Republic of Aligned Worlds. Lieutenant Paen
barely survived her last encounter with the Lusitanian Empire. She's
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returned home to heal. But the nightmares won't stop. And she's got a
newly reconstituted unit of green marines to whip into shape before
they deploy. If the enemies of the RAW don't kill them first, she just
might do the job herself. Light-years away, on the edge of the Verge, a
massive vein of rare ore is discovered on the mining planet of Sheol,
which ignites an arms race and a proxy war between the Republic and
the Lusitanians. Paen and Victor Company are ordered to Sheol, to
reinforce the planet and hold it at all costs. On the eve of their
deployment, a friendly fire incident occurs, putting Paen's career in
jeopardy and stripping her of her command. When the Lusitanians
send mercenaries to raid Sheol and destabilize its mining operations,
matters reach crisis levels. Disgraced and angry, Promise is offered
one shot to get back into her mechsuit. But she'll have to jump across
the galaxy and possibly storm the gates of hell itself. At the Publisher's
request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
The Joy of Intimacy Nov 07 2020 We all crave intimacy. It's essential
to our emotional and spiritual health, and without it we don't feel
whole. Yet today our culture faces an intimacy crisis. Many of us, even
when we're in a committed relationship, still feel painfully alone.For
more than four decades, world-renowned author, counselor, and
teacher Manis Friedman has empowered couples to successfully
navigate their own intimacy issues and replace loneliness and
unfulfilled expectations with a deeply soulful and satisfying
relationship. In this refreshingly frank, sensible, and at times
humorous guide, Rabbi Friedman and Ricardo Adler share the deeper
truths at the heart of our longing for intimacy along with practical
wisdom from Jewish tradition-insights anyone can use to recapture
passion, save their relationship, and tap into the essence of the true
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intimate experience.One by one, The Joy of Intimacy exposes the
myths about love, sex, and intimacy that separate rather than bring us
together and shows how to overcome the greatest obstacles to a
healthy intimate relationship. You'll explore secrets to preserving your
natural spontaneity, setting the mood for intimacy, and making your
bedroom a sacred space. You'll also learn how to increase your
sensitivity to the sacred experience of oneness that has the power to
transform every aspect of your marriage and nourish all those around
you.Whether you are married or single, in a relationship or seeking to
create one that is both meaningful and lasting, The Joy of Intimacy will
give you the skills and confidence you need to keep your relationship
alive, fresh, and fulfilling.
Unbreakable Jan 10 2021 The colonists of the planet Montana are
accustomed to being ignored. Situated in the buffer zone between two
rival human empires, their world is a backwater: remote, provincial,
independently minded. Even as a provisional member of the Republic
of Aligned Worlds, Montana merits little consideration—until it
becomes the flashpoint in an impending interstellar war. When pirate
raids threaten to destabilize the region, the RAW deploys its
mechanized armored infantry to deal with the situation. Leading the
assault is Marine Corps Lieutenant and Montanan expatriate Promise
Paen of Victor Company. Years earlier, Promise was driven to join the
Marines after her father was killed by such a raid. Payback is sweet,
but it comes at a tremendous and devastating cost. And Promise is in
no way happy to be back on her birthworld, not even when she is
hailed as a hero by the planet's populace, including its colorful
president. Making matters even worse: Promise is persistently
haunted by the voice of her dead mother. Meanwhile, the RAW's most
bitter rival, the Lusitanian Empire, has been watching events unfold in
the Montana system with interest. Their forces have been awaiting the
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right moment to gain a beachhead in Republic territory, and with
Promise's Marines decimated, they believe the time to strike is now.
Unbreakable by W.C. Bauers is character-driven military science
fiction featuring a female marine caught between two empires. At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.
The Unincorporated Woman Oct 19 2021 The award-winning saga of a
revolutionary future takes a new turn. Justin Cord, the unincorporated
man, is dead, betrayed, and his legacy of rebellion and individual
freedom is in danger. General Black is the great hope of the military,
but she cannot wage war from behind the president’s desk. So there
must be a new president, anointed by Black, to hold the desk job, and
who better than the only woman resurrected from Justin Cord’s past
era, the scientist who created his resurrection device, the only born
unincorporated woman? The perfect figurehead. Except that she has
ideas of her own, and secrets of her own, and the talent to run the
government her way. She is a force that no one anticipated, and no
one can control, much as Justin Cord was. The first novel in this
thought-provoking series, The Unincorporated Man, won the 2009
Prometheus Award for best novel.
Pursue the Past Dec 09 2020 Tamara Samair, a decorated Republic
Naval officer, narrowly avoids a wrongful conviction at the hands of a
jealous subordinate. Dropped in the void and left for dead, lost in
survival sleep for centuries, she awakes to find her world has changed
and hitches a ride on a decrepit freighter. Tamara and the crew work
together to fix the dying ship, try to fight off pirates with a Republic
Naval warship captain ruthlessly pursuing them, all while trying to
turn a profit. The Argos Cluster is a dangerous place, but some of the
worst threats are those left behind.
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